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(Music Sales America). 100 compositions, progressively graded for grades 1 through 4, ranging
from the works of the great masters to the folk tunes and dances from many countries.

About the AuthorFounded in 1947, Hal Leonard LLC has become the worlds largest source of
music performance and instructional materials, with a catalog of over a million products in both
physical and digital form. They represent many of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time
and publish and distribute works from all genres of music for all styles of musicians and
ensembles.
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Thompson's Modern Course for the Piano: First Grade Book Beginner Classical Piano Music:
Teach Yourself How to Play Famous Piano Pieces by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven & the Great
Composers (Book, Streaming Videos & MP3 Audio)



Andy, “A CLASSIC!. Don't get fooled by the title. This very comprehensive collection of piano
pieces is for every piano player, be it student, amateur and even pro. It includes works from
classical to Parlor Pieces to folk dances, and even works by by lesser known composers.This
collection is a grand classic that has been around for a very long time. I grew up with it, but had
to leave the book behind when I moved to the U.S. I'm glad that it's still in print! (now by Hal
Leonard; I had the original AMSCO), and available on Amazon for an affordable price! Also, the
book "breaks in" easily, that means, it doesn't keep the tendency to "fall close" on the music rack
all the time.”

lisa, “it is good condition. I bought it for my kids play piano”

Margarita D Martinez, “Not your average child book. I ordered this book because I had it when I
was younger and learning piano. I purchased a piano after many years of not having one. Don’t
let the title fool you, these are not easy child piano selections. These are classic piano pieces
that will challenge any piano player. Great mix of pieces. I still love this book even after all of
these 30+ years!”

Cody Weinmann, “Excellent Music Transcriptions for a Great Price!. These are very good, very
accurate arrangements for piano solo conveniently categorized from levels one through four.
There are so many different composers to choose from. These are excellent for students of all
ages who are learning piano, not just children. As a piano teacher, I love giving these as recital
pieces for my students. Excellent transcription for a good price!”

J. F Treml, “An excellent collection of music worth playing. I bought Piano Pieces for Children on
the recommendation of my piano teacher who told me not to be troubled by the name. She's
right, saying it is for children makes it sound... well, childish. But these pieces are anything but.
None of them are dumbed down for easy playing, they are just well selected and arranged and
graded (i-IV) so you can find work at the appropriate level. Most importantly, the music is not
boring. I'm personally a fan of classical music and want to play so that I can experience this
music in a more intimate manner - playing exercises that are designed to be nothing more than
exercises would drive me crazy. I highly recommend this for anyone learning to play and who is
hoping to develop a fun, interesting repertoire. Also, find a good teacher to help you. I tried
teaching myself for years, but I've made more progress in a few weeks under the guidance of a
teacher than I did in years on my own.”

R. Fishburn, “Great songbook. I’ve been playing songs from this book since I was about 9 and
my copy was getting pretty hashed over. My new copy is beautiful and came quickly! This is a
great collection of songs with different degrees of difficulty.”



Gavin Cheung, “Memory. Classic. I had this book in another language almost 25 years ago. Now
I’m buying the same one for my daughter. Classical pieces cho beyond generations”

Dancing Leaves, “Must have for any piano household. Everyone household needs to have this
classic. It contains so many familiar beautiful classic pieces from easy to intermediate level. It is
always the first book I reach for if I have a few minutes and I just want to play something beautiful
and easy. My copy I have since I was a child is well loved, dog eared, and falling apart after 30
years. I bought a new copy for my young children since they are now learning piano.”

Hopefish, “Great book. This book is very popular in Taiwan when you were little and learning the
Piano. The pieces are graded and easy to learn.”

womanizer, “what i expected. great book, bought it 10 years ago, now i bought a few of them for
my piano students. The price is reasonably cheap and the pieces are great to learn, especially
when there are famous pieces by Bach, Mozart, etc.”

P. Potter, “Good purchase. Really nice book. I plan to buy the rest of the series. I particularly like
the way the pieces are graded, as it gives the player an idea of their current level.”

Rachel, “It's wonderful how timeless it is. The first piece I played in this book was Fur Elise,
which got me hooked to playing the piano! And I was 9 years old.... now almost 20 years later, as
a piano teacher, I am teaching this book! It's wonderful how timeless it is...”

Kath, “Great resource for the learning pianist. Good selection of tunes and nice arrangements.
Very handy book for learners”

The book by Mark Kistler has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 539 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Board book: 32 pages
Reading age: 6 - 10 years, from customers
Grade level: 1 - 3
Item Weight: 1.65 pounds
Dimensions: 9 x 0.48 x 12 inches
Paperback: 191 pages
Lexile measure: 730L
Hardcover: 32 pages
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